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DATA PROCESSING NOTICE 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

This Data Processing Notice (hereinafter: Notice) applies to the processing of personal data arising in the 

context of the operation of the www.mcs.hu website of MCS Slaughterhouse Ltd. (hereinafter the 

Controller). The Controller pays particular attention to the protection of personal data, to compliance with 

legal regulations and to secure and fair data processing. 

 

Contact details of the Controller: 

 

Name:  MCS Slaughterhouse Ltd. 

Mailing address: H-7700 Mohács, Pick Márk str. 1. 

Email address: info@mcs.hu  

Website: www.mcs.hu  

Telephone number: +36-69-887-651 

 

Contact details of the Controller’s representative: 

 

Name: Tamás Lengl 

Mailing address: H-7700 Mohács, Pick Márk str. 1. 

Email address: info@mcs.hu 

Telephone number: +36-69-887-651 

 

This Notice has been drafted based on the following legal regulations in particular: 

 

a) Act CXII of 2011 on Informational Self-Determination and the Freedom of Information (hereinafter the 

Privacy Act); 

b) Act CVIII of 2001 on Certain Issues of Electronic Commerce Services and Information Society-Related 

Services (hereinafter the E-commerce Act); 

c) Act XLVIII of 2008 on the Essential Conditions of and Certain Limitations on Business Advertising 

(hereinafter the Advertising Act); 

d) Act C of 2003 on Electronic Communications (hereinafter the Electronic Communications Act); 

e) Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the 

protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement 

of such data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (hereinafter the Regulation). 

 

This Notice is available at the following site: https://mcs.hu/en/privacy 

The Controller reserves the right to amend this Notice, in which case such amendments enter into force by 

publication on the following website: https://mcs.hu/en/privacy 

 

2. DEFINITIONS 

 

The terms used in this Notice shall have the following meaning: 

 

data subject: a natural person identified or identifiable based on any information (Section 3(1) of the Privacy 

Act); an identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by 
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reference to an identifier or to one or more factors specific to that natural person (Article 4(1) of the 

Regulation);  

 

personal data: any information relating to the data subject (Section 3(2) of the Privacy Act) – in particular 

identifiers such as a name, an identification number, location data, online identifiers provided by their 

devices, applications, tools and protocols, such as internet protocol addresses, cookie identifiers or other 

identifiers such as radio frequency identification tags (RFID) (Recital (30) of the Regulation), or one or more 

factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that 

natural person – as well as any conclusions drawn from such information and data pertaining to the data 

subject (Article 4(1) of the Regulation). 

 

data processing: irrespective of the procedure followed, any operation or the totality of operations 

performed on the data, including in particular collection, admission, recording, organisation, storage, 

adaptation, utilisation, retrieval, consultation by transmission, disclosure, alignment or combination, 

restriction, blocking, erasure or destruction and the preventing further use of such data, the taking of photos, 

recording of audio signals or images, as well as the recording of physical properties suitable for identifying a 

person (including fingerprint and palmprint, DNS sample and iris image) (Article 4(2) of the Regulation; 

Section 3(10) of the Privacy Act); 

 

data controller: the natural person or legal entity or organisation without legal personality who/which 

determines, either individually or in cooperation with others, the purpose and instruments of data processing, 

adopts and implements, or ensures the implementation of decisions on data processing (including the tools 

to be used) by data processor (Article 4(7) of the Regulation; Section 3(9) of the Privacy Act);  

 

data processing: performance of technical tasks related to data processing operations, regardless of the 

methods and instruments used for executing such operations, and of the place of application, assuming that 

such technical task is performed on the data (Section 3(17) of the Privacy Act); 

 

data processor: the natural or legal person or the organisation without legal personality, public authority, 

agency or other body who/which, under a contract concluded with the controller, including contracts 

concluded by virtue of a legal provision, processes personal data on behalf of the controller (Article 4(8) of 

the Regulation; Section 3(18) of the Privacy Act); 

 

representative of the controller / processor: a natural or legal person established in the Union who, 

designated by the controller or processor in writing pursuant to Article 27, represents the controller or 

processor with regard to their respective obligations under the Regulation (Article 4(17) of the Regulation); 

 

third party: a natural person or legal entity or organisation without legal personality, public authority, agency 

or body other than the data subject, controller, processor and persons who, under the direct authority of the 

controller or processor, perform operations aimed at processing personal data or are authorised to do so 

(Article 4(10) of the Regulation; Section 3(22) of the Privacy Act); 

 

recipient: the natural person or legal entity or organisation without legal personality, public authority, agency 

or another body, to which the personal data are disclosed or made available by the controller or processor, 

whether a third party or not. However, public authorities which may receive personal data in the framework of 

a particular inquiry in accordance with Union or Member State law shall not be regarded as recipients; the 

processing of those data by those public authorities shall be in compliance with the applicable data 
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protection rules according to the purposes of the processing (Article 4(9) of the Regulation; Section 3(28) of 

the Privacy Act); 

 

data transfer: providing access to the data for a designated third party (Section 3(11) of the Privacy Act); 

 

restriction of processing: blocking stored personal data with the aim of limiting their processing in the 

future (Article 4(3) of the Regulation); 

 

profiling: any form of automated processing of personal data consisting of the use of personal data to 

evaluate certain personal aspects relating to a natural person, in particular to analyse or predict aspects 

concerning that natural person's performance at work, economic situation, health, personal preferences, 

interests, reliability, behaviour, location or movements (Article 4(4) of the Regulation); 

 

pseudonymisation: the processing of personal data in such a manner that the personal data can no longer 

be attributed to a specific data subject without the use of additional information, provided that such additional 

information is kept separately and is subject to technical and organisational measures to ensure that the 

personal data are not attributed to an identified or identifiable natural person (Article 4(5) of the Regulation); 

 

consent of the data subject: any freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous indication of the data 

subject's wishes by which he or she, by a statement or by a clear affirmative action, signifies agreement to 

the processing of personal data relating to them (Article 4(11) of the Regulation); 

 

personal data breach: a breach of security leading to the accidental or unlawful destruction, loss, alteration, 

unauthorised disclosure of, or access to, personal data transmitted, stored or otherwise processed (Article 

4(12) of the Regulation). 

 

3. MANAGEMENT OF COOKIES 

 

3.1. Purpose of data processing 

 

During visits to the www.mcs.hu website, the Controller uses so-called cookies (hereinafter the cookies). A 

cookie is an information package made up of letters and numbers, which is sent by the Controller’s website 

to the browsers of users with the aim of saving certain settings, facilitating the use of the Controller’s website 

and helping the Controller collect certain relevant information of statistical nature concerning users. Cookies 

do not contain personal information and are not suitable to identify individual users.  

 

The purpose of data processing relating to cookies is to identify users, distinguish users from one another, 

identify the current session of users, the storage of data provided during such sessions, the prevention of 

data loss, obtaining information on browser specifications and to increase the efficiency of service. For the 

purpose of providing the service, controlling the operation of the service and preventing fraud and abuse, 

the Controller records visitor data that are technically indispensable for providing the service. Data 

generated during the analysis of log files are not linked to other information by the Controller, and the 

Controller does not attempt to identify the visitor.  

 

Cookies often contain an individual identifier, i.e. a secret, randomly generated sequence of digits, that is 

stored on the user’s computer. Some cookies expire after the browser is closed, while others are stored on 

the user’s computer for longer periods.  
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3.2. Types and use of cookies 

 

3.2.1. Cookies categorised by lifespan: 

 

A. session cookies 

 

‘Session cookies’ are automatically deleted when the user closes their browser.  

 

 

 

B. persistent cookies 

 

Whereas ‘persistent cookies’ remain stored in the user’s terminal device until a set expiration date (which 

can be minutes, days or several years in the future) or until they are deleted manually by the user.  

 

3.2.2. Cookies categorised by place of origin:  

 

A. first party cookies 

 

The term "first party cookies" is used as reference to cookies that have been installed by the controller (or 

any of its processors) operating the website visited by the user as generally displayed in the browser 

address bar (URL).  

 

B. third party cookies 

 

“Third party cookies” are cookies that are set by a controller other than the operator of the website visited by 

the user (as displayed in the browser address bar (URL)). 

 

3.2.3. Cookies categorised as defined by the Working Party on Data Protection: 

 

A. Cookies exempted from consent (technically necessary cookies) 

 

1. user-input cookies 

 

The term “user input cookies” can be used as a generic term to describe session cookies that are used to 

keep track of the user’s input in a series of message exchanges with a service provider in a consistent 

manner. Such first party cookies typically rely on a Session ID (a random temporary unique number) and 

expire when the session ends at the latest. 

 

First party “user input cookies” are typically used to keep track of the user’s input when filling in online forms 

over several pages, or as a shopping cart, to keep track of the items the user has selected by clicking on a 

button (e.g. “add to my shopping cart”). Such cookies are clearly needed to provide the Internet service 

expressly requested by the user. Additionally, they are linked to a user action (such as clicking on a button or 

filling in a form). 

 

2. authentication cookies 
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Authentication cookies are used to identify the user once they have logged in (for example on an online 

banking website). These cookies are needed to allow users to identify themselves on successive visits to the 

website and gain access to authorised content, such as when checking their account balance, transactions, 

etc. Authentication cookies are usually session cookies. When a user logs in, they explicitly request access 

to the content or functionality to which they are authorised. Without the use of an authentication token stored 

in a cookie, the user would have to provide a username/password on each page request. Therefore this 

authentication functionality is an essential part of the information society service they are expressly 

requesting. However, it is important to note that the user is only requesting access to the site and specific 

functionality to perform the task they require. The act of authentification must not be taken as an opportunity 

to use the cookie for other secondary purposes such as behavioural monitoring or advertising without 

consent. 

 

 

 

3. user centric security cookies 

 

The exemption (as detailed above) that applies to authentication cookies can be extended to other cookies 

set for the specific task of increasing the security of the service that has been explicitly requested by the 

user. This is the case for example for cookies used to detect repeated failed login attempts on a website, or 

other similar mechanisms designed to protect the login system from abuses. However, this exemption shall 

not apply to the use of cookies that relate to the security of websites or third party services that have not 

been expressly requested by the user. While login cookies are typically set to expire at the end of a session, 

user security cookies are expected to have a longer lifespan to fulfil their security purpose. 

 

4. multimedia player session cookies 

 

Multimedia player session cookies are used to store technical data, such as image quality, network link 

speed and buffering parameters, needed to play back video or audio content. Such multimedia session 

cookies are commonly known as “flash cookies”, so called because the most prevalent internet video 

technology in use today is Adobe Flash. As there is no long-term need for such information, they should 

expire once the session ends. When the user visits a website containing related text and video contents, 

both of such contents are equally part of a service expressly requested by the user. Website operators must 

avoid the inclusion of additional information into the “flash” or other cookies which are not strictly necessary 

for the playback of the media content. 

 

5. load balancing session cookies 

 

Load balancing is a technique that allows distributing the processing of web server requests over a pool of 

machines instead of just one. One of the techniques that are used to achieve load balancing is based on a 

“load balancer”: web requests from the users are directed to a load balancing gateway which forwards the 

request to one of the available internal servers in the pool. In some cases, such redirection needs to be 

persistent during a session: all requests originating from a specific user must always be forwarded to the 

same server in the pool to maintain the consistency of the processing. Among several techniques, a cookie 

may be used to identify the server in the pool in order for the load balancer to redirect the requests 

appropriately. These are session cookies. The information in the cookie has the sole purpose of identifying 

one of the communication endpoints (one of the servers in the pool) and is thus necessary to carry out the 

communication over the network. 
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6. user interface customisation cookies 

 

User interface customisation cookies are used to store a user’s preference regarding a service across web 

pages and not linked to other persistent identifiers such as a username. They are only set if the user has 

expressly requested the service to remember a certain piece of information, for example, by clicking on a 

button or ticking a box. They may be session cookies or have a lifespan counted in weeks or months, 

depending on their purpose. 

 

Typical examples of customisation cookies are: 

 

a) language preference cookies that are used to remember the language selected by a user on a 

multilingual website (e.g. by clicking on a “flag”); 

b) result display preference cookies that are used to remember the user’s preference regarding online 

search queries (e.g. by selecting the number of results per page). 

 

7. social plug-in consent sharing cookies 

 

Many social networks offer “social plug-in modules” that website operators can integrate into their platform, 

notably to allow social network users to share contents they like with their “friends” (and propose other 

related functionalities such as publishing comments). Such plug-ins store and access cookies in the user’s 

terminal equipment in order to allow the social network to identify their members when they interact with 

such plug-ins. To address such issue of use, it is important to distinguish users who “logged-in” through their 

browser in a particular social network account, from “non-logged-in” users who are either simply not a 

member of that specific social network or who have “disconnected” from their social network account. 

 

B. Cookies that do not require user consent (optional cookies) 

 

1. social plug-in tracking cookies 

 

Many social networks offer “social plug-in modules” that website owners can integrate into their platform, to 

provide some services than can be considered as “expressly requested” by their members. However, these 

modules can also be used to track individuals, both members and non-members, with third party cookies for 

additional purposes such as behavioural advertising, analytics or market research, for example.  

 

2. third party advertising 

 

This group includes third party cookies used for behavioural advertising, as well as all related third party 

operational cookies used in advertising including cookies used for the purpose of frequency capping, 

financial logging, ad affiliation, click fraud detection, research and market analysis, product improvement and 

debugging. 

 

The Do Not Track (DNT) function is a browser-side opt-out settings option. If this function is turned on, by 

sending the Do Not Track header for each page request, the browser indicates to service providers (web 

analytics system, ad serving system, other providers) that providers may not store online behavioural data on 

the given user, i.e. no cookies may be placed on their computer. In essence, this results in an action similar 

to when the user had opted-out at the given service provider, but in this case a browser setting is used to 

signal all service providers that the user does not want their online browsing to be tracked. Therefore, where 
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a user has expressed the preference to not be tracked (DNT=1) no identifier, for the purpose of tracking, 

may be set or otherwise processed. 

 

3. first party analytics 

 

Analytics are statistical audience measurement tools for websites, which often rely on cookies. These tools 

are notably used by website owners to estimate the number of individual visitors, to detect the most 

prominent search engine keywords that lead to a webpage or to track down website navigation issues.  

 

3.2.4. Classification by the United Kingdom International Chamber of Commerce (ICC UK): 

 

The most widely-used classification system of cookies today at least on English language websites, has 

been proposed and developed by the United Kingdom International Chamber of Commerce (ICC UK) in its 

document entitled ICC UK Cookie Guide: 

 

 

 

A. strictly necessary cookies/necessary 

 

These cookies are essential for the use of the website, and allow for the use of its functions and features. 

These include cookies to enable users to access secure areas of the website, use shopping baskets or e-

billing services. 

 

B. performance cookies/statistics 

 

These cookies collect information about how visitors use a website, for instance which pages visitors go to 

most often, and if they get error messages from web pages. These cookies do not collect information that 

identifies a visitor. All the information such cookies collect is aggregated and therefore anonymous. They are 

only used to improve how a website works. 

 

C. functionality cookies/preferences 

 

These cookies allow the website to remember choices made by the user (such as user name, language or 

the region) and provide enhanced, more personal features. In addition, in the interest of appropriate 

operation, these cookies may enable certain functions embedded into the website (for example displaying 

YouTube videos). 

 

The information these cookies collect may be anonymised and they cannot track browsing activity on other 

websites visited by the user. 

 

D. targeting cookies or advertising cookies/marketing 

 

The aim of these cookies is to deliver adverts more relevant to the user and their interests. They are also 

used to limit the number of times the user sees an advertisement as well as help measure the effectiveness 

of the advertising campaigns. They are usually placed by advertising networks with the website operator’s 

permission. They remember visits to a website and this information is shared with other organisations, such 

as advertisers. Typically, targeting or advertising cookies will be linked to site functionality provided by the 

organisation operating the website. 
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E. unclassified cookies 

 

Cookies that have yet to be classified have no classification, along with the providers of first party cookies. 

 

3.3. Cookies most frequently used by the www.mcs.hu website 

 

3.3.1. Strictly necessary cookies/necessary 

 

Name Provider Purpose Type Expiry 

accepted-cookies mcs.hu 

It determines if 

the user 

agrees to 

manage 

cookies 

HTTP 

When the 

session 

ends 

_icl_current_language, 

_icl_current_admin_language_{hash}, 

_icl_visitor_lang_js, 

wpml_browser_redirect_test 

wpml_referer_url 

wpml_admin_referer_url 

mcs.hu 

Support for the 

multilingual 

appearance of 

the website. 

Set user 

language 

preferences. 

HTTP 

1 day 

1 day 

1 day 

When the  

session  

ends 

When the  

session  

ends 

When the  

session  

ends. 

wp-settings-[UID], wp-settings-time-

[UID] 
mcs.hu 

Technical 

cookie related 

to the settings 

of the content 

management 

system running 

the website 

HTTP 1 year 

wordpress_, wordpress_logged_in_, 

wordpress_test_, 

wordpress_test_cookie  

mcs.hu 

Technical 

cookies that 

support the 

user login of 

the content 

management 

system running 

the website 

HTTP 

When the 

session 

ends 

 

 

3.3.2. Performance cookies/statistics 

Name Provider Purpose Type Expiry 
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_ga mcs.hu 

Registers a 

unique ID that is 

used to  

generate 

statistical  

data on how the 

visitor uses the 

website. 

HTTP 2 year 

_gat mcs.hu 

Used by  

Google Analytics 

to throttle 

request rate. 

HTTP 1 day 

_gid mcs.hu 

Registers a 

unique ID that is 

used to  

generate 

statistical  

data on how the 

visitor uses the 

website. 

HTTP 1 day 

 

3.3.3. Functionality cookies/preferences 

 

Name Provider Purpose Type Expiry 

NID, SIDCC Google 

Google cookie 

associated with 

the Google 

Maps viewer 

on this website. 

HTTP 3 month 

 

3.3.4. Targeting cookes or advertising cookies/marketing 

 

Name Provider Purpose Type Expiry 

GPS youtube.com 

Registers a unique ID on mobile 

devices to enable tracking 

based on geographical GPS 

location.. 

HTTP 1 day 

IDE 
doubleclick.n

et 

Used by Google DoubleClick to 

register and report the website 

user's actions after viewing or 

clicking one of the advertiser's 

ads with the purpose of 

measuring the efficacy of an 

ad and to present targeted ads 

to the user. 

HTTP 1 year 

test_cookie 
doubleclick.n

et 

Checks if a user's browser 

supports cookies. 
HTTP 1 day 
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VISITOR_INFO1_LIV

E 
youtube.com 

Tries to estimate the users' 

bandwidth on pages with 

integrated YouTube videos. 

 

HTTP 179 day 

YSC youtube.com 

Registers a unique ID to keep 

statistics of what videos from 

YouTube the user has seen. 

HTTP 
When the session 

ends 

yt-remote-cast-

installed 
youtube.com 

Stores the user's video player 

preferences using embedded 

YouTube video. 

HTML 
When the session 

ends 

yt-remote-

connected-

devices 

youtube.com 

Stores the user's video player 

preferences using embedded 

YouTube video. 

HTML 

A persistent cookie 

that is stored on the 

user’s terminal 

equipment until the 

defined expiration 

date or until deleted 

manually by the user. 

yt-remote-device-

id 
youtube.com 

Stores the user's video player 

preferences using embedded 

YouTube video. 

HTML 

A persistent cookie 

that is stored on the 

user’s terminal 

equipment until the 

defined expiration 

date or until deleted 

manually by the user. 

yt-remote-fast-

check-period 
youtube.com 

Stores the user's video player 

preferences using embedded 

YouTube video. 

HTML 
When the session 

ends 

yt-remote-session-

app 
youtube.com 

Stores the user's video player 

preferences using embedded 

YouTube video. 

HTML 
When the session 

ends 

yt-remote-session-

name 
youtube.com 

Stores the user's video player 

preferences using embedded 

YouTube video. 

HTML 
When the session 

ends 

 

 

 

3.4. Legal basis for data processing 

 

Pursuant to Article 6(1) a) of the Regulation, Article 2(5) of Directive 2009/136/EC , Section 155(4) of 

the Electronic Communications Act and Section 13/A(4) of the E-commerce Act, the legal basis for 

processing shall be the consent of the data subject, and Section 13/A (3) of the E-commerce Act for 

cookies that require consent. 

 

The consent granted regarding the use of cookies may be withdrawn or amended by the data subject at any 

time, in line with Section 3.8 of this Data Processing Notice. 

 

3.5. Categories of data subjects 

 

Data subjects shall mean visitors to the www.mcs.hu website. 
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In the event of data processing required for the essential operation of the www.mcs.hu website (strictly 

necessary cookies) and the security of the IT system (server logs, etc.), the categories of data subjects shall 

include visitors to the www.mcs.hu website as well as administrators authorised to use the administration 

interface of the www.mcs.hu website. 

 

3.6. Categories of personal data processed 

 

Processing necessary for the essential operation of the www.mcs.hu website and the security of the IT 

system is performed by providing the following personal data, which are required for the operations below: 

 

a) the IP address used by the visitor, 
b) browser type, 
(c) the operating system characteristics of the device used for browsing (such as type, 
set language), 
d) the exact date of the visit, 
e) the address of the previously visited page, 
f) the page, subpage, function or service used 
g) time spent on the site 

 

The scope of personal data managed by the authorized administrators of the site: 

 

a) name: for identification; 

b) password: 

for secure login. 

 

3.7. Duration of data processing 

 

During processing necessary for the essential operation of the www.mcs.hu website and the security of the 

IT system, the personal data provided in Section 3.3 are deleted at the end of the session. For 

administrators, the duration of data processing until the date of termination of the administrator position. 

 

3.8. Recipients and categories of recipients of personal data 

 

A. Controller 

 

The business association specified in Section1 of this Data Processing Notice. 

 

B. Processor(s) 

 

a) Barnabee’s Social Cooperative (mailing address: 6722 Szeged, Dáni u. 5; email address: 

hello@binga.hu), as the website development company.  

 

b) Invitech ICT Services Kft. (mailing address: H-2040 Budaörs, Edison utca 4; email address: 

fazekasb@invitech.hu; website: www.invitech.hu; telephone number: 1444), as the business 

association providing storage services. 

 

c) Bonafarm Zrt. (mailing address: 1123 Budapest, MOM Park, Alkotás utca 53.; email address: 

info@bonafarm.hu; website: https://www.bonafarmcsoport.hu/, telephone number: +36/1-801-9061), 

as a cloud service company. 

http://www.mcs.hu/
http://www.mcs.hu/
http://www.mcs.hu/
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http://www.mcs.hu/
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d) Google Ireland Limited (mailing adress: Gordon House, Barrow Street, Dublin D04 E5W5  -Ireland. 

telephone number: +353 1 436 1000), as a company providing storage space for the data backups of 

the company developing the website 

 

3.9. Processing by third party providers 

 

The HTML code of the portal may contain links from and to third party servers. The servers of third party 

service providers may be directly connected to the visitor’s computer. Please be advised that the 

aforementioned service providers are capable to collect user data due to the direct communication with the 

user’s browser. Contents that may be personalised for the visitor are served by servers of third party service 

providers. Cookies used by third party providers are primarily the Google Adwords cookie, the Google 

Analytics cookie or the cookies used by Facebook. 

 

More information on cookies used by Google is available here: 

 

https://policies.google.com/technologies?hl=en 
 

More information on cookies used by Facebook is available here: 

 

https://www.facebook.com/policies/cookies/ 

 

3.10. Setting, deleting or blocking cookies 

 

Users can delete cookies from their own computer or disable the use of cookies in the browser. If the visitor 

to the www.mcs.hu website does not accept the use of cookies, certain functions and features may not be 

available to them. If the visitor to the website wants to disable cookies in part or in full, they must do so 

individually on all devices and programmes suitable for browsing. 

 

The settings for the cookies used by the www.mcs.hu website may be viewed and changed by the visitor: 

 

a) in case of the Chrome browser, by clicking the “Site Information” icon in front of the browser address 

bar (in the case of a secure connection – https – a padlock, in all other cases a circled letter “i”), in the 

pop-up window, or 

 

b) in case of the Chrome browser, in the Settings/Advanced/Privacy and security/Content 

settings/Cookies menu. 

 

More information on cookies is available here: 

 

a) Microsoft Internet Explorer: 

https://support.microsoft.com/en-gb/help/17479/windows-internet-explorer-11-change-security-privacy-

settings 

 

b) Firefox:  

https://support.mozilla.org/hu/products/firefox/protect-your-privacy/cookies 

 

c) Google Chrome: 

https://policies.google.com/technologies?hl=en
http://www.mcs.hu/
http://www.mcs.hu/
https://support.microsoft.com/en-gb/help/17479/windows-internet-explorer-11-change-security-privacy-settings
https://support.microsoft.com/en-gb/help/17479/windows-internet-explorer-11-change-security-privacy-settings
https://support.mozilla.org/hu/products/firefox/protect-your-privacy/cookies
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https://support.google.com/accounts/answer/61416?hl=hu 

 

d) Microsoft Edge 

https://privacy.microsoft.com/hu-HU/windows-10-microsoft-edge-and-privacy 

 

e) Opera 

https://help.opera.com/en/latest/web-preferences/#cookies 

 

f) Safari 

https://www.apple.com/legal/privacy/en-ww/ 

 

 

4. QUESTION, SUGGESTION, INTEREST / REMARK, COMPLAINT 

 

Visitors to the www.mcs.hu website have the opportunity to send their questions and suggestions to the 

Data Controller in the form of an e-mail to the contact details on the https://mcs.hu/en/contact/ subpage. 

 

4.1. PURPOSE OF PROCESSING 

 

The purpose of the data management is to inform the visitors of the www.mcs.hu website – electronically- to 

answer the questions asked by them, to take into account their suggestions, to consult more efficiently, to 

facilitate the administration, to serve their needs to the maximum, to increase their satisfaction 

 

4.2. LEGAL BASIS FOR DATA MANAGEMENT 

 

Visitors to the www.mcs.hu website can send their questions and suggestions to the Data Controller by 

accepting the Data Management Information by checking the box and sending an electronic message. 

 

If the message is sent successfully, the visitor will receive a confirmation in the form of a pop-up window. 

 

The data subject may withdraw his / her voluntary consent to the processing of the data at any time, 

however, in this case the Data Controller - with regard to the questions not answered until the possible 

withdrawal of the consent - cannot inform the data subjects and answer the questions. 

 

 4.3. DATA SUBJECTS 

 

The data subjects include visitors who send an electronic message. 

 

4.4. PROCESSED PERSONAL DATA 

 

Visitors who send an electronic message voluntarily provide their personal information. The person who 

provided the data is responsible for the authenticity of the personal data provided. Visitors to the site provide 

the following personal information, which is the following activities: 

 

Name, email address, telephone number: contact details. 

 

4.5. DURATION OF PROCESSING 

 

https://www.apple.com/legal/privacy/en-ww/
https://mcs.hu/en/contact/
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The data shall be processed until the date of withdrawal of consent, but no later than 30 days after the 

answer to the question. The Data Controller keeps a record of the individuals who, when sending the 

message, checked the box to say “I have read and accept the privacy statement” and thus have consented 

to the data management. If the data subject withdraws his or her consent, the Data Controller shall delete 

the data subject's personal data from his or her register and any existing database. 

 

4.6. RECIPIENTS OF PERSONAL DATA, CATEGORIES OF RECIPIENTS 

 

A. Controller 

 

The business association specified in Section1 of this Data Processing Notice. 

 

B. Processor(s) 

 

a) Barnabee’s Social Cooperative (mailing address: 6722 Szeged, Dáni u. 5; email address: 

hello@binga.hu), as the website development company.  

 

b) Invitech ICT Services Kft. (mailing address: H-2040 Budaörs, Edison utca 4; email address: 

fazekasb@invitech.hu; website: www.invitech.hu; telephone number: 1444), as the business 

association providing storage services. 

 

c) Bonafarm Zrt. (mailing address: 1123 Budapest, MOM Park, Alkotás utca 53.; email address: 

info@bonafarm.hu; website: https://www.bonafarmcsoport.hu/, telephone number: +36/1-801-
9061), as a cloud service company. 

 

Visitors to the www.mcs.hu website have the opportunity to send their remarks / complaints about the Data 

Controller's products or any problems that may arise to the Data Controller at the contact details of the Data 

Controller at www.mcs.hu. 

A complaint communicated by telephone or electronic communications service shall be deemed to be an oral 

complaint in accordance with CLV of 1997 on Consumer Protection.  

 

5. SECURITY OF PROCESSING 

 

Taking into account the state of the art, the costs of implementation and the nature, scope, context and 

purposes of processing as well as the risk of varying likelihood and severity for the rights and freedoms of 

natural persons, the Controller and the Processor(s) shall implement appropriate technical and organisational 

measures that ensure to data subjects a level of data security appropriate to the risk.  

 

In assessing the appropriate level of security, account shall be taken by the Controller in particular of the risks 

that are presented by processing, in particular arising from accidental or unlawful destruction, loss, alteration, 

unauthorised disclosure of, or access to personal data transferred, stored or otherwise processed. 

 

The Controller and Processor(s) shall take steps to ensure that any natural person acting under the authority 

of the Controller and Processor(s) who has access to personal data does not process them except on 

instructions from the controller, unless they are required to do so by Union or Member State law. 

 

Accordingly the Controller and the Processor(s) shall ensure:  

 

mailto:info@bonafarm.hu
https://www.bonafarmcsoport.hu/
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a) physical security, including the physical protection of all elements of the IT infrastructure that are involved 

in serving the given service, the guarding of the facilities housing the systems, as well as the supervision 

and control of access to the premises; 

b) logical security, which comprises the allocation of logical access to the given IT service based on the 

principle of least privilege, the supervision and control thereof, ensuring the confidentiality and integrity of 

the stored data; 

c) the availability of systems, including ensuring the uninterrupted operation and continuity of service 

provision as specified in the SLA (Service Level Agreement); 

d) to perform risk analyses, where potential internal and external risks that may arise in relation to data 

processing and data management are identified, such as the risk of unauthorised access; 

e) the uninterrupted execution of backups, that ensure the maximum rate of data loss as specified in the 

agreement; 

f) patch-management, which ensures the up-to-date status of the server of the service used (OS, 

Application backend, Database), thus minimising the risk of threats arising from the exploitation of 

vulnerabilities; 

g) performing vulnerability tests, which test at least every two years whether the tasks recorded in patch-

management have been duly and properly implemented, whether there are known vulnerabilities whose 

patching has not been implemented or only implemented in part; 

h) escalation, that in the event of errors ensures the solution available in the shortest possible time. 

 

 

6. EXERCISE AND ENFORCEMENT OF RIGHTS AND LEGAL REMEDY 

 

Data subjects may exercise their below rights under the Regulation in respect of the above detailed nature of 

the various legal grounds. 

 

 

 

6.1. Rights of the data subject 

 

6.1.1. Transparent information 

 

The Controller shall provide all information required in the Regulation in a concise, transparent, intelligible 

and easily accessible form, using clear and plain language, in particular for information addressed 

specifically to children. Information is provided by the Controller in writing or by other means, e.g. 

electronically, but upon request by the data subject the information may also be provided orally, provided that 

the identity of the data subject is proven by other means. 

 

6.1.2. Right of access to own personal data 

 

At the request of the data subject, the Controller provides information as to whether or not personal data 

concerning them are being processed. Where it is established that personal data are indeed processed, the 

data subject may request access to the personal data and the following information: 

 

a) the purposes of the processing; 

b) the categories of personal data concerned; 

c) the recipients or categories of recipients to whom the personal data have been or will be disclosed, in 

particular recipients in third countries or international organisations; 
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d) where possible, the envisaged period for which the personal data will be stored, or, if not possible, the 

criteria used to determine that period; 

e) the existence of the right to request from the Controller rectification or erasure of personal data or 

restriction of processing of personal data concerning the data subject or to object to such processing; 

f) the right to lodge a complaint with the Supervisory Authority; 

g) where personal data are not collected by the Controller directly from the data subject, any available 

information as to their source; 

h) the existence of automated decision-making, including profiling and, at least in those cases, meaningful 

information about the logic involved, as well as the significance and the envisaged consequences of 

such processing for the data subject; 

i) where the data subject’s personal data are transferred to a third country or to an international 

organisation by the Controller, the data subject shall have the right to be provided information relating to 

the transfer. 

 

 

 

6.1.3. Rectification of inaccurate personal data 

 

If the Controller processes inaccurate or incomplete personal data on the data subject, it shall rectify such 

data without undue delay after receipt of the data subject’s request to this effect. The data subject also has 

the right to have incomplete personal data completed.  

 

6.1.4. Right to erasure (‘right to be forgotten’) 

 

The data subject has the right to request from the Controller the erasure of personal data concerning them 

without undue delay and request the Controller to comply with such request without undue delay where one 

of the following grounds applies: 

a) the personal data are no longer necessary in relation to the purposes for which they were collected or 

otherwise processed; 

b) the data subject withdraws consent on which the processing is based and there is no other legal ground 

for the processing; 

c) the lawfulness of processing is the legitimate interest of the Controller, to which the data subject objects 

and there are no overriding legitimate grounds for the processing; 

d) the purpose of data processing is direct marketing, to which the data subject objects; 

e) the personal data have been unlawfully processed by the Controller; 

f) the personal data of the data subject have to be erased for compliance with a legal obligation in Union 

or Member State law to which the Controller is subject; 

g) the lawfulness of the processing of personal data by the Controller is based on consent granted by the 

guardian of a child, and/or 

ga) The person in question is the child's guardian, and the child in question is under the age of 16 as 

required to grant consent; 

gb) the person in question is the child who is over the age of 16 as required to grant consent. 

 

The Controller may not erase personal data if processing is required on the following grounds: 

 

a) for exercising the right of freedom of expression and information; 

b) for compliance with a legal obligation which requires processing or for the performance of a task carried 

out in the public interest or in the exercise of official authority; 
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c) for the purposes of preventive or occupational medicine, for the assessment of the working capacity of 

the employee, medical diagnosis, the provision of health or social care or treatment or the management 

of health or social care systems and services on the basis of Union or Member State law or pursuant to 

contract with a health professional; 

d) for reasons of public interest in the area of public health, such as protecting against serious cross-

border threats to health or ensuring high standards of quality and safety of health care and of medicinal 

products or medical devices, on the basis of Union or Member State law which provides for suitable and 

specific measures to safeguard the rights and freedoms of the data subject, in particular professional 

secrecy; 

e) for archiving purposes in the public interest, scientific or historical research purposes or statistical 

purposes in so far as the data subject’s right to erasure is likely to render impossible or seriously impair 

the achievement of the objectives of that processing; 

f) for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims. 

 

6.1.5. Right to restriction of processing 

 

Upon the data subject’s request, the Controller restricts processing where one of the following applies: 

 

a) the accuracy of the personal data is contested by the data subject; 

b) the processing is unlawful and the data subject opposes the erasure of the personal data and requests 

the restriction of their use instead; 

c) the Controller no longer needs the personal data for the purposes of the processing, but they are 

required by the data subject for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims; 

d) the data subject objects to processing on the grounds that the Controller has named its legitimate 

interest as legal basis, but the data subject states that their interests override those of the Controller. 

 

Where processing has been restricted upon request by the data subject, such personal data may, with the 

exception of storage, only be processed  

 

a) with the data subject's consent, or 

b) for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims, or  

c) for the protection of the rights of another natural or legal person, or  

d) for reasons of important public interest of the Union or of a Member State. 

 

 

The Controller shall inform the data subject before lifting the restriction of processing. 

 

 

6.1.6. Right to data portability 

 

The data subject shall have the right to receive the personal data concerning them, which they have provided 

to the Controller, in a structured, commonly used and machine-readable format and have the right to transmit 

those data to another controller, where: 

 

a) the processing is based on consent or a contract; and 

b) the processing is carried out by automated means. 
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The data subject shall also have the right to have the personal data transmitted directly from one controller to 

another. 

 

6.1.7. Right to object 

 

The data subject has the right to object to processing, where 

 

a) processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in the exercise 

of official authority vested in the Controller; 

b) processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by the Controller or by a 

third party, including profiling; 

c) where the data subject objects to processing for direct marketing purposes, including profiling, provided 

it is linked to direct marketing. 

 

In the case of processing based on legitimate interest as per the above subsection b), the data subject may 

not object to processing if the Controller demonstrates that  

 

a) there are compelling legitimate grounds for the processing which override the interests, rights and 

freedoms of the data subject, or 

b) for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims. 

 

Where the data subject objects to processing for direct marketing purposes, the personal data shall no 

longer be processed for such purposes by the Controller. 

 

6.1.8. Automated individual decision-making, including profiling 

 

The data subject shall have the right not to be subject to a decision based solely on automated processing, 

including profiling, which produces legal effects concerning them or similarly significantly affects them. 

 

The data subject may not exercise the above right if the decision: 

 

a) is necessary for entering into, or performance of, a contract between the data subject and the 

Controller; 

b) is authorised by Union or Member State law to which the Controller is subject and which also lays down 

suitable measures to safeguard the data subject's rights and freedoms and legitimate interests; 

c) is based on the data subject's explicit consent. 

 

In the above detailed subsection a) and c), the data subject may request human intervention, may express 

their point of view and lodge a complaint against the decision. 

 

6.1.9. Withdrawal of consent 

 

The data subject is only entitled to withdraw consent at any time in matters where processing is based on 

their consent. The withdrawal of consent shall not affect the lawfulness of any processing that was 

conducted based on the consent prior to its withdrawal. Prior to granting consent, the data subject shall be 

informed thereof by the Controller.  
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The declaration by the data subject withdrawing consent is only valid if the given processing is clearly 

identified.  

 

6.2. Enforcement of rights, lodging complaints, legal remedy  

 

6.2.1. Enforcement of rights 

 

The above specified data processing rights may be exercised by the data subject via email sent to the 

Controller's email address or to the Controller’s registered office email address from the data subject’s 

identifiable email address, or by post in a letter signed by the data subject. The declaration by the data 

subject on the exercise of rights is only valid if the given processing is clearly identified. The Controller 

responds to requests submitted electronically in electronic form or in the manner specified by the data 

subject. 

 

6.2.2. Lodging complaints 

 

If the data subject considers that the processing of personal data relating to them infringes the provisions of 

the Regulation, the data subject have the right to lodge a complaint with the Supervisory Authority, in 

particular in the Member State of their habitual residence, place of work or place of the alleged infringement. 

 

Within the territory of Hungary, complaints may be lodged with the National Authority For Data Protection 

and Freedom of Information (hereinafter the NAIH), as Supervisory Authority. Contact details of the NAIH: 

 

Email: ugyfelszolgalat@naih.hu 

Mailing address: H-1125 Budapest, Szilágyi Erzsébet fasor 22/c 

Telephone: +36 (1) 391-1400 

Website: www.naih.hu 

 

The names and contact details of data protection authorities in the territory of the European Union are 

available at http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/article-29/structure/data-protection-

authorities/index_en.htm. 

 

6.2.3. Legal remedy 

 

a) Judicial remedy against the Supervisory Authority 

 

All data subjects have the right to an effective judicial remedy: 

aa)  against a legally binding decision of a supervisory authority concerning them, or  

ab)  where the Supervisory Authority does not handle a complaint or does not inform the data subject 

within three months on the progress or outcome of the complaint lodged. 

Proceedings against the Supervisory Authority shall be brought before the courts of the Member State where 

the Supervisory Authority is established. 

 

b) Judicial remedy against the Controller or Processor 

 

The data subject is entitled to file for action with the courts against the Controller or Processor where they 

consider that their rights under this Regulation have been infringed as a result of the processing of their 

mailto:ugyfelszolgalat@naih.hu
http://www.naih.hu/
http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/article-29/structure/data-protection-authorities/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/article-29/structure/data-protection-authorities/index_en.htm
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personal data by the Controller or the Processor acting on its behalf or under its instructions in non-

compliance with the mandatory legal act of the European Union. 

 

Proceedings against the Controller or Processor shall be brought before the courts of the Member State 

where they are established. Alternatively, such proceedings may be brought before the courts of the Member 

State where the data subject has their habitual residence, unless the Controller or Processor is a public 

authority of a Member State acting in the exercise of its public powers. 

 

Alternatively, such proceedings may also be brought before the courts in Hungary, before the court 

competent according to the data subject’s habitual residence or place of stay.  

 


